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India is a land of unity and diversity. Each state is India is different from one another and India is an
excellent tourist spot for all types of tourists. Its rich cultural heritage, wild life and the exotic
locations to enjoy nature makes it an excellent tourist spot which caters to the expectations of all
types of tourists. This article would be speaking about the significance and the highlights of various
types of theme tourism in North India.

Cultural Tourism of North India â€“ India is land which is the kaliedoscope of cultures. In the ancient
times, there resided many kingdoms in India which engaged in building excellent architectural
marvels. The culture and the architecture of India thus has attracts many tourists to relish these
mangnificant structures and the culture of the land. Among the cultural toursim in India some of the
notable places which represent the Indian culture are cultural heritage places like Kashi, Haridwar a
holy place for Hindus, Amritsar golden temple a holy place for sikhs and other such significant
places are covered. Leh, Ladhak, Delhi, Agra, Jaipur, Udaipur are a few places well known have
significant architectural marvels that showcase the culture of India. Taj Mahal is one such
architectural marvel which showcases the love shared by the king Shah Jahan towards his wife
Mumtaz Mahal.

Luxury Tourism of North India â€“ This theme of tourism in India exposes you to the luxury and high
king like hospitality offered as a part of the tour. There are various package tours that are available
under this theme to explore North India like a king. The kings who ruled in India have converted the
cities to royal places. As a part of this tour of the North India, you get visit these cities which helps
you experience the royal life enjoyed by the kings. Some of these cities which offer this royal feeling
include Udaipur, Jaisalmer and Jodhpur. Many other key locations in North India are explored and
after this tour you shall feel the royalty offered in India.

Adventure Tourism of North India â€“ India is a country which acts like a great adventure spot for
tourists looking for adventure. There are Himalayas located in the northern part of India and among
himalyas are the tallest mountains in the world. These snow filled peaks offer adventurous mountain
climbing experience to the adventure lovers. You can also try the mountain biking towards the lower
mountain ranges of Himalayas which also offer exotic views from the end of the mountains. Many
rivers flow from Himalayas and the river rafting in these rivers is another adventurous activity
engaged by tourists visiting North India.  The adventure tourism in India explores the exotic
locations for adventure. The adventure tours also include jungle safaris and the wild life of India is
explored.

These are a few theme tours available to explore the various facets of North India. Going by
package tours is most recommended as it saves time and reduces the cost incurred to visit these
places.
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To get more information about a North India Tours, a Taj Mahal Tours and a India Tours, Visit-
northernindiatours.com
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